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In our model, we only implicitly consider the relocalization of YAP/TAZ since the species "YAP/TAZ" in our model is best described as "functional YAP/TAZ", i.e.
the ratio of (nuclear YAP/TAZ: cytoplasmic YAP/TAZ). This is due to several observations: 1) mechano-sensing is tightly coupled to YAP/TAZ relocalization [2, 3] ; and 2) nuclear YAP/TAZ is the effector form of this species given that we model its ability to modify the transcription of target genes. Below we plot the values of functional YAP/TAZ against the stiffness. The plot demonstrates a more complex relationship that that shown in Swift et al Fig. 4I [3] , however again here we note the considerable differences in stiffness scales between the two works. 
